
Hosting 
on 

1 Promote 
A few days before highlight your hosting to your 

followers and copy in interested parties to the chat.  

Don’t’ forget to warn your followers that a high 

volume of governor related tweets will be made 

during 2045-2115 GMT.   

Invite your own Governing Body to attend, involve 

them in suggesting topics. 

2 Hashtag 
Always include the #UKGovChat hashtag in all your 

related tweets. 

3 Plan Ahead / Structure 
Think about the structure ahead of time.  Use an 

application like Tweet Deck or Hoot Suite to 

schedule your tweets before hand so you can frame 

the discussion. 

Scheduling your tweets before the chat also frees 

up your time during the chat to respond to the 

discussion, which brings us onto... 

4 Be Welcoming / Engage 
It’s a good idea to be online 5-10 minutes before 

hand to be welcoming and clear, give a brief 

introduction and encourage participation.  Engage 

with people, responding to their comments. 

There are always many more people watching the 

tweets than actually participating, by being 

welcoming it will encourage all to participate. 

5 Don’t be overwhelmed 
As soon as the chat starts it is easy to becoming 

overwhelmed.  Stay calm, let people chat.  You 

don’t need to respond to everyone’s comments.  

Allow the conversation to flow and... 

6 Retweet and Summarize 
To keep the flow going and highlight comments that 

resonate with the discussion ensure to retweet key 

messages.   

Where possible it is good to try and summarize 

some key points being made, but this can always be 

done in the Storify following the chat. 

7 Wrap Up & Give Thanks 
Remember to wrap up the conversation and give 

thanks to all the participants at the end of the 

discussion.  #UKGovChat often continues well 

beyond the 2115 time slot, so it is always 

recommended to stay online for 10-15 minutes 

after the discussion has officially ended to tie up.  

8 Follow Up 
If you have made some new contacts or couldn’t 

fully respond to a line of discussion during the chat 

follow up over the next few days. 

9 Storify  
After the chat you will need to compile a summary 

of the discussions, and their different threads using 

Storify.  This is a great way of structuring the 

discussion and then promoting  afterwards. 

10 Have fun! 
The idea behind #ukgovchat is for governors to 

share best practice and challenge each other.  But 

beyond that it is a great time to socialize and meet 

other like minded people who have one of the same 

passions as you do.  Enjoy! 
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